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Summertime is Coming
Are you looking for an antidote to summer boredom, plus activities that will enrich your children's
development while they have fun? Here are some suggestions.

For the young child: olfactory and taste rewards for the
child, especially if tolerating the
feel of the dough was not easy.
Children who are comfortable in a
variety of touch experiences have
an easier time utilizing this sense
for difficult fine-motor tasks such
as buttoning, zipping and tying.

Children develop their fine mo-
tor and bilateral coordination by
using their hands in refined and
coordinated ways. Washing the
fronts and backs of both hands
thoroughly in preparation for cook-
ing offers the youngster the oppor-
tunity to work on coordinating the
two hands together.

Cooking is a wonderful
sensorY-motorexperrence

Continued on page 3

The White House Commission on Complementary and Alternative
Medical Policy

fhe Commission, established in
I March of 2000 bv President

Clinton, issued its final report based
upon two years of investigation. The
report contains recommendations for
the President and Congress that will
maximize the benefits of complemen-
tary and alternative medicine (CAM)
for the consumer. CAM refers to a
group ofmedical, health care, and heal-
ing systems other than those generally
used in mainstream medicine in the
Unite d States.

The Commission held Town Hall
meetings in cities throughout the coun-

used to encourage a child who is tactile{efen-
sive to explore the wonderful feeling of soap
and warm water on her skin. Using her hands
to mix dough for breads or cookies exposes a
child to sticky, dry, wet and gooey materials.
Squeezing the dough to blend the ingredients
also strengthens hand muscles.

The smell of the bread or cookies baking
and the taste of the finished oroduct are sreat

From the moment your child
washes her hands to her first taste
of her own homemade treat, cook-
ing offers wonderful sensory-mo-
tor leaming experiences to a pre-
school- and kindergarten-age child .
Using her hands, she can create
novel touch and taste experiences
and challenge her visual motor
skills in the kitchen.

No wonder little ones love to
help their moms and dads cook; an
exciting sensory experience begins
when they wash their hands in
preparation. Water play can be

try, and heard t€stimony ftom indi-
viduals, practitioners of all disciplines,
and organizations, including the Fein-
gold Association. While FAUS has
supported the work of the Corunis-
sion. the use ofan elimination diet does

not fall under the umbrella of CAM; it
has long been a part of traditional
medical practice.

The interest in complementary and
alternative treatments has grown rap-
idly in the United States, butthe health-
care system has not done much to adapt
to this change. Although the estab-
lishment of the federally funded Na-
tional Center for Complementary and
Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) has
been a valuable beginning, govern-
ment funding for CAM is still sorely
lacking.

Continued on page 4
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A family that "didn't need" the Feingold Program
We're not your typical Feingold family. No ADHD diagnosis, no terrible twos, no serious
academic problems. In fact, if you had told us three years ago that we would be on a diet to help
our children control their behavior, we would have thought it close to ludicrous. At this point,
you're probably wondering just why we are on the Feingold Program (for life, I might add).

don came home with a "bus referral"
for not only being generally rude and
obnoxious and constantly falling out of
his seat, but much much worse, for
threatening to shoot another student
with whom he had been arguing. This
happened just after the widely publi-
cized incident in which a first gtader
actually shot another, and so the school
was taking it very seriously.

His behavior was growing increas-
ingly bizarre and anti-social. He
showed decreasing regard for his
safety, including a very scary incident
when I went outside and looked up to
find him hanging himself and his little
sister about halfuay out of a second
story window.

At last it occurred to me that our
neighbors had $eir children on an
all-natural diet, the Feingold Program.
(I had heard about it several times but
always felt that it was too much of a
bother and we didn't need it anyway.)
At this point we figured that it sure
couldn't hurt, and immediately or-
dered Dr. Feingold's 1975 book. We
also ordered the materials from the
Feingold web site, but decided to im-
mediately start reading labels and
avoiding anything obvious.

Our results were under-whelming !
Although the girls improved apprecia-
bly, Brandon showed only a slight
improvement. Unfortunately, I didn't
use the Feingold materials as they were Continued on pge 3

ith a good deal of 20-20 hind-
sight we realize that although

we were not following Feingold, we
tended to eat relatively additive-free
foods, and so our children did not have
behavior problems.

But all that changed in March of
2000. Our three children each began
having various problems. Seven-year
old Miranda and two-year old Cecilia
became whiny and argumentative, but
the most dramatic reactor was five
year-old Brandon.

He began bringing home notes from
school about disturbing other children,
not following directions and constantly
falling out of his chair. As March
progtessed the problems became in-
creasingly worse. He couldn't get
through a meal without falling out of
his chair, poking his sisters or making
a lot of rude noises.

The disciplinary measures that
had been successful for vears
were failing miserably.

He was becoming increasingly ag-
gressive, belligerent and defiant, uaits
he had never shown before. Mean-
while our usually pleasant and coop-
erative daughters had turned surly and
disobedient (or at best very grudgingly
obedient).

My husband and I were at a total loss
for a plausible explanation. At first we
chalked it up to stress . With both of us
working full time and Eaveling occa-
sionally, T-ball, soccer and girl scouts,
there certainly was plenty of that to go
around! Efforts to give the kids more
att€ntion and simplify our lives also
had no impact. We weren't seeing any
serious academic problems so we fig-
ured it couldn't be ADHD. And the
fact that the children's behavior was so
different ftom the way they had been
for years -with no obvious reason -
had us searching for an explanation.

What pushed things to the breaking
point was the day in April when Bran-

outlined in the program kit, although I
did read them.

We also didn't follow the Foodlist
as closely as we should have. Since the
children didn't have these symptoms
until recently, I figured we were prob-
ably safe using the salicylates. (I
would be proven wrong later.) We did
continue our own modified version of
the program anyway, in hopes of addi-
tional improvements.

Our big break came several weeks
later as I was reading the materials on
non-food items.

It suddenly clicked - about the
time the worst problems had
started the children had asked for
bubble bath.

We bought a red, cherry scented
product and they had been using it
every day for the past few montls. I
immediately poured it all down the
drain and within days everyone was
totally back to normal. "Psycho-boy"
was gone and we had our litrle boy
back. It made us instant believers in the
Feingold diet.

About that 20-20 hindsight. Now it
seems clear that our children have al-
ways had some "Feingold" problems,
but their behavior did not change too
much until they had repealed expo-
sures. One glass of red punch or one
bowl of neon cereal didn't seem to set
them off (at least not obviously). We
have always had a fairly healthy diet
and avoided some of the worst offend-
ers. But more importantly, the chil-
dren had time to detoxiry between ex-
posures.

This also explains what happened
when we tried using Adderall (dyed
blue) for Brandon. It was like a small
miracle for the first couple of week,
and then he started to exhibit the same
escalation of behaviors we saw pre-
viously with the red bubble bath.
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Summertime, /zom page I

Holding a bowl and st ring also
involves using two hands together in a
coordinated fashion. The dominant
hand does the work while the non-
dominant hand stabilizes the bowl.
Using a rolling pin to roll out cookie
dough is another way to use both hands
together. Coordinating the use ofboth
hands together facilitates the develop-
ment of hand dominance in a young
child.

Following a recipe or just following
directions involves motor planning.
The child needs to .understand and
carry out a specific plan of action. It
is up to the parent to decide how com-
plex the directions should be. Will the
child be expected to carry out multi-
step tasks which involve planning and
sequencing? The cooking activity can
also improve f ine-motor ski l ls .

A family that..., from page 2

When we finally recognized this we
discontinued it immediately.

Like many families, we were pri-
marily focused on tlre behavior prob-
lems of one child, and were surprised
to see such dramatic changes in our
other children. This happened when
we finally began to restrict salicylates
and purchase processed foods only
from the Foodlist. Within two days we
saw a huge improvement from Mi-
randa, who we never perceived as hav-
ing any major behavior problems at
school or at home. Homework went
from a two-hour whining/crying/nag-
gingjag to "Hey, I'm done. Can I go
play now?"

Today, Brandon (who is the young-
est child in his second grade class)
reads Harry Potter for fun. All this
without behavior modification, tutor-
ing or Adderall!

My 4 year old comes home from
preschool and dumps her candy in the
trash!

I used to think rny children couldn't
tolerate chocolate because it seemed to
make them uncontrollable. The cul-
prit turned out to be the synthetic va-
nilla flavoring (vanillin) in most
chocolate candies.

I learned that the children had an
acute problem with the preservatives

Cookie dough can be squeezed,
pinched, rolled or poked, depending on
the type of cookies. Jelly-fiUed cook-
ies are poked in the middle with the
index finger. Peanut bu6er cookies are
rolled into a ball and then flattened with
the palm of a hand. Crescent rolls can
be filled with pie filling, folded over
and then pinched at the edges to create
turnovers. Little hands will grow
strong and more coordinated as these
activities are repeated.

Choose recipes that facilitate im-
proved visual-motor and visual-per-
ceptual skills. Assembling ftuit ka-
bobs can involve spatial skills as well
as eye-hand coordination. It's fun to

used in most fast-food frying oils (they
generally contain TBHQ). I didn't
make the connection earlier because
their reactions to one exposure tend to
be pretty mild.

It also became clear that we saw a
deterioration in behavior when we
switched from a day care facility
where I brought their food to an in-
home center that provided additive-
laden foods.

There's more too. Was the baby so
clingy and whiny because she had all
those ear infections or because we
were pumping her full of red antibiot-
ics, purple decongestants and orange
ibuprofen (all artificially flavored)?

Our kids are getting great prac-
tice at resisting peer pressure
now. We're hoping this will
stick when they are teens and
have more important choices to
make tlun whether or not to eat
those Twinkies.

What a difference we have seen.
This was the frst winter ever that we
have not spent prety much the entire
month of December with at least one
person sick all the time. I-ast year I
felt like with three kids I was single
handedly keeping our pediarician in
business!

make pizza faces using cut vegetables,
and the child develops her discrimina-
tion skills at the same time . Bread stick
dough can be twisted and hrrned into
letters and shapes. And remember the
peanut butter cookies? using the fork
to make the crisscross patern across
the top works on directionality.

Many children will enjoy assem-
bling and eating pear bunnies made by
using camed fruit for the body, cottage
cheese for a flufr tail and carrot bits
for eyes and mouth.

Cooking with your young child is a
fun activity that also facilitates the de-
velopment of so many necessary sen-
sory-motor skills.

The author, Sharon Kaye is an Oc-
cupational Therapist at the Ivymount
School in Maryland. This article has
been reprinted with permission from
Was hin gton P ar ent M ag azin e,

In my experience you really can't
tell what you are reacting to until your
diet has been fairly clean for some
time. Now that we are "clean" I can
really see a change in behavior after,
say, eating unapproved taco shells.

I thank God for the Feingold Pro-
gram, but wish we had found it years
ago. What a shame it took a real crisis
for us to learn about it. I strongly feel
that even children without major be-
havior problems can gain a lot ftom it.
I urge all my friends to just take mini-
mal steps of losing the neon toothpaste
and cereal. -

So many people believe "My family
doesn't need the Feingold diet because
I don't let my kids eat junk." That's
what we used to think too until we
looked carefully. Think about things
that children probably eat or come in
contact with routinely: pickles (dye,
salieylates), "healthy" cereals (hidden
preservatives, salicylates), low fat
nilk (hidden preservatives) , tootlpa$te
(dye, flavorings), air fresheners (fra-
grances), temporary tattoos/stamps/
face paint (dye), vitamins (dyes, fla-
vors), scented markers, colored play
dough, and the list goes on.

Parents can pump their hds full of
synthetic chemicals every day even by
giving them relatively good soff!

Rana Gehris
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CANI, from page 1

Oversight of CAM practitioners is
not sufficient, the report notes, and
irsurance coverage is generally dis-
mal.

Because many of the alternative
products are not highly profitable, and
cannot be prot€cted by patent (as are
drugs, for example), they don't attract
research funds from investors, so it
falls to the government !o support such
work.

".. .Americans want to be able
to choose from both conven-
tional and CAM practices and
they want assurances that
practitioners are qualified. "

Scholarship and loan programs that
are offered to medical students are not
available for those who snrdy CAM.

The report states, "The same high
standards of qualrty, rigor, and ethics
must be met in both CAM and conven-
tional research, as well as research

training, publication of results in sci-
entific, medical, and public health
journals, presentations at research con-
ferences, and review of products and
devices.

"Properly qualified CAM and con-
ventional medical professionals should
be represented on research, journal,
regulatory, and health insurance re-
view and advisory committees. "

The Commission's report mirrors
the concern FAUS has long expressed,
that patients are not given complete
and accurate information on all of the
options available. The report states,
"To ensure public safety in the con-
tinually evolving area of CAM, accu-
rate information must be available so
that people can make informed
choices. " Again, the Commission
calls on the Federal government to
make accurat€ and easily accessible
information available to the public.

The Commission calls on health in-
surance and managed care organiza-
tion to offer safe and effective CAM
interventions .

Swimming Pools
The chlorine routinely added to

swimming pools can be a major initant
for chemically sensitive people. In-
door pools are more likely to be a
problem since the chlorine fumes are
tapped inside, and cannot dissipate
into the air as with outdoor pools. But
the down side to outdoor pools is that
children are much more likely to go
swimming and to spend more time in
them during the summer months.

The good news is that there are new
alternatives available that can keep a
pool free of microorganisms and bac-
teria without having to put up with the
unpleasant smell, stinging eyes, dam-
aged hair and bleached bathing suits.
Some technologies eliminate the need
for chlorine; others still use chlorine,
but achieve the same effect with a far
smaller amount.

Chlor-Free uses calcium and cop-
per sulfat€ and the manufucturer claims
the water is pure enough to drink and
to support tropical fish. Chlor-Free
can be purchased at lrisure World
Pools & Spas in Lrxington Park, MD
(301) 737-POOL.

Nature2 enables the pool owner to
reduce the chlorine use by 90 percent.
A ceramic cartridge traps bacteria, al-
gae and viruses and releases tiny
amounts of silver and copper into the
water. It is sold by Specialty Pool Prod-
ucts of Broad Brook, CT. (800) 983-
POOL.

The Aqua-Flo generator converts
oxygen to ozone gas, which kills the
microorganisms; then the ozone con-
verts back into oxygen. This does not
eliminate the need for other pool treat-
ment chemicals. For more information
contact Aqua-Flo, Inc., Baltimore MD
(800) 368-2513.

The manufacturer of CuZn's Filter
Foam system says it uses disks made
from copper and zinc to filter out chlo-
rine while getting rid of fungus and
algae. For more information contact
CuZn Water Filtration Systems, of
Fayetteville AR (800) 345-7873, or
visit their web site at www.cuzn.com

More Summertime Ideas for Kids
Older children can put on a Puppet Show!

Legends and Lore is a web site that provides
clear instructions on how children can make their
own puppets and put on shows. Look at the
section on making sock puppets and manipulating
them. Then go to the pages that describe how to
write a play for the puppets. There are even some
sample plays the kids can use.

When the next school report is due, your child
sln gnlighten and entertain the class with an
original production, and a cast of hand-crafted
characters.

www.legendsandlore.com/sockpuppets.html.

...or learn Magic Tricks!
Would your child like to know how to hypnc-

tize a handkerchief, or make it tie a knot in itselfl
Would she like to be able to cut a string in half
and then "un+ut" it? Can he make a coin
disappear or pass a rubber band through his
ftngers?

If your youngster would like to know how to dazzle
his friends with card tricks or any ofthese illusions there
is a web site with "Free Magic Trick Instructions for
New Magicians." You will find it at www.con-
juror.com/magicticks/
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Back to Basics
A mother's search to help her son has led her to publish her own cook book in an effort to reach
and help other families. Tina Kleiber describes her experience.

whlT'":-;^,3;# ti's;
more active than most babies I had been
around. He never slept though the
night and was always busy.

Irter, I went to our pediatrician
about the sleeping pattern and we tried
medicine to help him sleep. The medi-
cine seemed only to make him drunk
and walk into walls. Once he was
asleep, it was the same pattern of up
every two hours.

By the time Derek was 4 we had
been through several episodes of him
hurting his ftiends during playtime by
lashing out in anger. His anger could
be focused on anyone including me. It
was heartbreaking to watch him throw
a toy across the room or stomp on it
because he couldn't get it to work.

The anger and frustration we saw in
Derek worried my husband and myself
even more now that we had a daughter,
Brandi, and were seeing the same pat-
tern in her.

Finally, we had Derek tested and the
results were ADHD. I left the office
in tears after the psychologist insisted
my 4 year old needed medication.

My husband and I were very upset
but wanted to do the best thing for our
son. Feeling helpless, we agreed to

Chicken Delight
This is one of our favorite reci-

pes, and is very simple to make.

4 chicken breasts
l/2 pound bacon
I pound colby cheese, shredded
8 oz. can mushrooms, drained

Place the chicken breast pieces
in a baking dish and wrap bacon
slices around each piece.

Bake at 350" for 45 minutes.
Remove chicken from the oven

and pour mushrooms over the
chicken, then top with cheese.

Place back in the oven and bake
until the cheese melts.

have Derek put on Ritalin. This
changed his personality. He was no
longer full of spirit and energy and he
couldn't hold a conversation other than
a one or two word reply. The worst
part \fli$ in the evenings when the
medicine wore off and he'd become
very emotional, crying over every-
thing. Of course the medical answer
to this is more medication, antidepres-
sant. We refused to do this.

By now Derek was sleeping only
two hours at a time and starting his day
at 4:00 am, with no nap. Brandi also
was not sleeping t}rough the night.

We prayed daily for help and for
something other than medicine. Then
when Derek was 5 years old, a nurse
sent us information about the Feingold
Program. After three days we saw a
definite, wonderful change in our litde
boy. When he went to bed on the third
night without crying or tanfums, 1 wdr
the one who cied - what a blessing it
is to have our wonderful little spirit-
filled son back!

Today Derek maintains an A/B av-
erage, and Brandi, who is in first
grade, is at the top of her class as well .
Our children are wise to food dyes,
which are their major offenders. They
don't like the way they make them feel,
and avoid them on their own.

I want€d to find a way to reach other
families, and decided to create a cook-
book with simple recipes to help people
get started using good foods. The
book, Back to Basics, contains nearly
200 Stage One and Two recipes for
everything from beverages to desserts.
The book is $10 plus $2.50 shipping.
To order your copy call me at (770)
382-8390 in Georgia.

Smelly Toys
Researchers have found that breath-

ing various fragrances. can change a
person's level of alertness and ability
to perform certain tasks.

A company called Baby Boom has
come out with a line of stuffed toys for
infants called "Smartscents, " aeated
with what is described as a mild, floral
scent. The perfume is claimed to "en-
hance a child's hand/eye coordination
and reduce anxieties that can inhibit
learning. "

Most fragrances are derived from
powerful chemicals such as petroleum
and can be a major offender for any
sensitive individual, including babies
with "anxieties that can inhibit learn-
ing." (Give me a breakl)

Natural Bubble Bath
You can provide a tub of bubbles, minus the synthetic dyes and
scents.. .and without the unpleasant aftereffects.

Rainbow brand Unscented Bubble
Bath for Kids is available in many
health food stores or can be ordered
through the manufachrrer: Rainbow
Research Corporation, 170 Wilbur
Place, Bohemia NY 11716. (800)722-
9595, or www. rainbowresearch.com
and click on "kids. "

More Foarny Options
Unscented shaving cream can also

provide lots of opportunities for play in
the brb. Squirt out a portion into a
plastic cup, and provide a plastic
spoon. It can be used to frost bath toys,

create a beard, or spread on the side of
the tub for fnger-painting. For your
own sanity, give your child just a por-
tion of the cream, and make sure the
aerosol can is out of reach.
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Delicious, fiesh produce is nearby
Now is the time to locate a farme/s rnarket in your

area and enjoy the delicious ficods raised on area farms
and sold at their peak of ripeness. Many of these are
grown with little or no chemical pesticides. Farme/s
markets are located in every state, and even if you live in
a large city, there are many places where growers bring
in their ficods.

To locate a fiarm market in your area! log on to any of
these web sites:

www.localharvest.org
w\M/v. starchefs. com/farm_fresh/html/index. shtml
wwv. ams. usda. gov/farmersmarkets/map. htm
Bet\,veen 1994 and 2000 the number of farm markets

has increased 63% and today there are over 2,800
farme/s rnarkets in the United States.

Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
Another way to enjoy the bounty of fresh fruits and

vegetables is to become a shareholder. More than 1,000
furms in this country offer a CSA program. Participants
pay in advance for the anticipated harvest; then each
week they pick up a box of produce, either at the farm or
at a pre-ananged location.

There are many reasons beside taste that people are
aftracted to the conceDt of fiarmeds markets and CSA.
Typically, the crops are naised using environmentally
friendly methods. The purchase of shares keeps money
in the local economy and discourages the sale of the land
for suburban spravvl. As with all investments, there are
risks. There are no guarantees that the crop will bea
success, but furmers typically plant extra crops to allow
br the uncertainties of nature.

lnbrmation about CSAS is found at:
www.csacenter.org

Another good reason to shop organic
A govemment study of pesticides shows that they may

be harming brain development and function in some
),oung children. The Environmental Protection Agency
is examining the data with particular attention to young
children, whose nervous systems are still developing.

Some scientists fear that the chemicals could result in
attention problems in the short run, or may have long-
term effects including nerve injury or Parkinson's disease.

Apologtesl
Each month a commercial mailing house sends

out both Pure Facls and renevval notices, using the
elec{ronic data base provided by FAUS. Last month
they mistakenfy sent renewals to everyone on oul
data base! Some hmilies had scarcely joined befirre
receiving a notice that it was time to renew their
membership. Both FAUS and the embanassed
mailing staff apologize for the mistake. lf you have
sent an early payment we will exend your subscfiption
and send your new Foodlist and other reneural materi-
als at the time renewal is due.

To keep tabs on your actual date of renewal, look
br the numerical date to the right of your name and
address. For assistance, you can call our membership
office in New York at (631 ) 369-9340.

Congratulations to Susan!
Feingold volunteer, Susan Lynn, is a candidate for

Tennessee State Representative from the 57th District.
This area includes Mt Juliet and parts of Marshall,
Rutherbrd and Wlson counties. Susan uould like to
use public offce to help raise awareness of the many
ways that our food and environment affect us all.

Good luck, Sue!

Congratulations, Dr. Crookl
Another Tennessean deserves recognition on the

pubf ication of his newest b@k Yeast Connection
Success Sloflbs. For many years Dr. \Aillliam Crook
has worked to helo those who suffer from Candida
Related Complex (yeast overgrowth).

Your new car and summer'g heat
That "new car smell" associated with the fun of a

brand new chariot has a dowl side. The smell comes
ftom fumes being released from the materials, glues
and solvents that go into making your ca/s interior.
Sensitive people can have an adverse reaction to
these fumes. This "outgassing" gradually goes away,
but in the heat of summer emissions will again rise.
The good news is that heat will hasten the process,
but the bad news is that you will again be exposed to
the fumes. lf you have the luxury ofa second, older
car, drive the clunker in the hottest days, and let the
new car smell bake out in the summeis heat.
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FAUS Product Information Center Report
from Donna Curtis

Move to Stage One
We were pleased to learn that the following

products no longer contain cloves and can be
moved to Stage One:

SHELToN'S" Turkey & Chicken Uncured
Bolognas, Smoked Turkey Franks, Uncured Turkey
Franks, Uncured Chicken Franks

SHELTON'S* Pies: Turkey made with
Unbleached Flour, Turkey made with \Molewheat
Flour, Chicken made with Unbleached Flour,
Chicken made with \Mrolewfieat Flour.

Move to Stage Two
Amy's Broccoli Pot Pie with Cheddar Cheese

Sauce now belongs in Stage Two as it contains
paprika.

Caution:
MINUTE MAID Lemonade is now sold in bottles,

alongside soff drinks. Unlike other forms of Minute
Maid Lemonade, this version contains Yellow Dye
No. 5. lt also contains sodium benzoate.

7* orn"Saq 1t'lato't So" /tle
Feingold parents consider those little plastic cups

of artificially colored, flavored gelatin to be a major
no-no. Now there's something even worse. An
ohio company has a gelatin look-alike, with dyes,
artificial fruit flavorings and plenty of sugar. But
this product, called 'Zippers," also contains 12%
alcohol, giving it the same kick as a glass of wine.

They are sold in the refrigerated section of bars,
liquor stores and grocery stores in 26 states. Once
the foil on the plastic cup is removed, it looks like
any other gelatin. Critics are concerned that they
will travel (unnoticed) in school lunch boxes.

Based on "Jell-O shots," the sweetened spiked
cups come in cherry, lime, orange and lemon
flavors.

An eight-pack of Zippers sells fur anywhere from
$6.99 to $9.99, and a single "shot" sells in bars
for $2 to $3 each. This is an incredibly profitable
product, and is even more ovemriced than the non-
alcoholic versions.

PepsiOo saw its profits jump after adding red
dye to Mountain Dew and calllng the product "Code
Red. " Now the company hopes to repeat their
success by adding blue dye to Pepsi Cola.

PIC Report
The following products have been researched or re-

researched and may be added to your Foodlist or Mail
Order Guide.

Stage One
AMY'S* Rice Mac & Cheese
AMY'S* Bowls: Brown Rice & Vegetables
BoAR'S HEAD Hickory Smoked Black Forest Turkey Breast

43% Lower Sodium (CS,F) not available in all states
BOERICKE & TAFEL - B&T* Homeopathic Tablets: Sciatic-

Aide, Smoke Free
BREYER'S lce Cream Natural Cookies & Cream, Natural

French Vanilla (Black containers only - NOT "No Sugar
Added" variety)

CHI-CHI'S Fiesta Sweet Com Cake Mix
CRYSTAL FARMS Cheezoids Pasteurized Process cheese

Sauce: American, Cheddar
ELI'S Cheesecake: Chocolate Caramel Pecan, Chocolate

Chio www.elicheesecake.com 800-ELl-CAKE
FOREMOST Sour Cream
FRANKFORD Milk Chocolate Fun Coins (manufiac{ured in the

Netherlands brthe Frankford Chocolate Company): Barbie
Coins, Hot V\heels Coins

JONES All Natural Pork Sausage and Rice Links
NATURAL SEA* Fish Sticks (frozen)
SHOP-RITE (Shop-Rite) Long Grain Brown Rice
W M BOLTHOUSE FARMS Shortcuts Baby-Cut Canots,

Matchstix French-Cut Cooking Carrots, Canot Chips,
Shredded Canots

WANDA'S NATURAL FARM FOODS* Double Chocolate
Cake Mix

Stage Two
AMY'S* Pasta Primavera (red bell peppers)
AMY'S* Pocket Sandwich: Cheese Pizza (tomatoes)
AMY'S* Snacks: Cheese Pizza (tomatoes)
AMY'S* Toaster Pops: Apple, Cheese Pizza (tomatoes),

Strawbe ny
BOERICKE & TAFEL - B&T (homeopathic remedy)

Natural Relief Chewable Tablets: Aches & Pains,
Cold & Flu, Headache, Indigestions, Insomnia (all
contain oranges)

HEALTH NOW Muffin Mix: Carroty Spice Spelt (cloves),
Cherry Berry Spelt (bluebenies, raspbenies),
Country Spice with Spelt (cloves), Lemony Blues Spelt
(blueberries), Lemony Blues with \Mrolegrain Spelt
(blueberries), Merry Berry with Spelt (blueberries,
cherries, raspbenies), Razzel Pear Spelt (raspbenies),
Razzel Pear with Vvholegrain Spelt (raspberries)
order by calling (856) 794-4856

The Feingold@ Association does not endorse, approve orassume responsibility for any product, brand, method ortreatment. The presence
{or absence) of a product on a Feingold Foodlist, or the discussjon of a method or treatment does not constitute approval (or disapproval).
The Foodliss are based primarily upon information supplied by manufacturers and are not based upon independent testing.
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In Bangladesh rice paddies double
as a fishery, with results so successful
they are being implemented in other
countries,

Mexican farms raise their yield by
planting squash and beans in with the
maize. When plants are combined
there is less damage from insects and
a more efficient use of water.

British researcher Jules Pretty of the
University of Essex has studied the use
of sustainable agricultural solutions in
52 countries where the cost of hish t€ch

solutions have been too expensive for
most farmers. His analysis of more
than 200 projects has shown that inno-
vations like the above have brought
average crop increases of 73 percent,
with no damage to people or the envi-
ronment. He notes that such projects
"are cheap, use locally available tech-
nology and often improve the environ-
ment. They most help the people who
need help the most - poor farmers and
their families, who make up the major-
ity of drc world's hungry people, "

Pure Facts
Editor: Jane Hersey

Contibuing to this issue:

Kathy Bratby
Doma Cutis
Debbie JaclGon
Barbara Keele
Gail Wachsmuth

Pure Facts is published ten times
a year and is a portion of the material
provided to members of tbe Feingold
Association of the United States.

Membenhip includes the Feingold
Ilandbook, Recipes & 2 Week Menu
Plan, regional Foodlist containing thou-
sands of acceptable U.S. brand name
foods, a telephone and e-mail Help-
Line, and a subscripionto Pure Facts.
The cost in the U.S. is $69 & $8 ship
prng. A Pure Fccrr subscription, if
ordered separately, is $38/year.

For more information or details on
membership outside the U.S., contact
FAUS, 127 East Main Street, Suite
106, Riverhead, NY 11901 or phone
63r\ 369-9340.

The articles in this newsletter are
offered as information fot Pwe Facts
readers, and are not intended to provide
medical advice. Please seek the guid-
ance of a qualified health care profes-
sional conceming medical issues.
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Air travel bugs sensitive people
Some countries still require airlines to spray the inside of the
cabin with powerful pesticides. Fortunately, the number has
dwindled to just a few.

Australia, New Zpaland and India, as well as Jamaica and some other small
countries still require the long lasting chemicals to be applied before passengers
are permitted to board.

Travelers and crew have reported symptoms that include dizziness, skin rashes,
tremors, nosebleeds, and breathing difficulties. One pilot reported his eyes began
burning. He had a sore throat, rash, swollen sinuses, difficulty swallowing and
breathing. Then, he reported, he became conftsed and had difficulty with
short-term memory.

At one tirne, planes were routinely sprayed while the crew and passengers were
on board. Califomia toxicologist, Gary Ordog, believes that many people who
think they are suffering ftom jet lag might actually be reacting to the chemical
pesticides used on the airplane.

Low-tech solutions to feeding hungry people
Pesticides and genetic engineering are the agribusiness solution to producing more food, but there
are better. safer altematives now beine used.

farmers in eastem Africa plant
I weeds along with their maize

crop and as a result they are harvesting
60 to 70 percent more food. The idea
was developed at the Mbita Point re-
search station in Kenya. The rationale
for ftis technique is to give the insects
something to eat so they ignore the
maize. As strange as it sounds, the
plan is working.

Major chicken producers are quietly
discontinuing the long time practice of
dosing chickens with antibiotics in an
effort to raise larger birds. So many
drugs that were once relied upon have
lo6t their effectiveness because they
have been used frivolously. They have
been routinely, inappropriately pre-
scribed for childhood illness and used
in enormous amounts in animal feed.
New strains of the 'bugs' have been
creat€d - super bugs - that are not
affected by the old antibiotics. This
means that people who contract some
illnesses risk being denied an effective
drug.

The nesct Pure Facts will be our combined July/August issue.
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